
Collectible Lore Sample 
By: Caitlin Adams 

Chapter 1 - Newspaper Clippings 
 
Found scattered around the news office level. 
 
Newspaper:  
The Daily Pride 
Pride Inside 
Pride Advocate 

Level 1-1 
Cat Bakery Vandalized! 
Vera Fang 
Early this morning another feline-owned business was vandalized. The apparent evidence 
seemed to suggest anti-cat perpetrators. The windows of the bakery were smashed and the 
vandals spray-painted feline slurs across the front door. This is the third instance of this kind of 
vandalism and the K-99 assure the public that they are on the case. More on pg 28. 

Level 1-2 
Parks No longer Safe at Night 
Gordon Fleaman 
Parks have long been the meeting place for many packs around the city. During the day our 
parks offer a splendid outdoor space for which all can run free. Yet as night descends on the 
city, parks become less serene. Reports increase daily of hooded animals running through the 
parks looking for prey. Many sources suggest that these animals are strays, but no concrete 
evidence supports this. More on pg 12.  

Level 1-3 
Stray Away 
Lara Clawft  
Are prides and packs dissolving before our eyes? Although still uncommon, the stray “lifestyle” 
is becoming increasingly more visible. Felines and canines alike are opting to “freelance” rather 
than be apart of a particular pride or pack. See more on pg 7 
 



Level 1-4 
Mayor Growling Something Something with K-99 
Tomcat Connors 
In light of recent issues, Mayor Growling has increased funding to the K-99 investigation units. 
She believes that an increased presence of authorities will be beneficial to crime rates. K-99 will 
now have more active patrols through the streets and parks. Read more on pg 18. 
 

Chapter 2 - Cult Writings 
Found inside the pieces of the mask. 

Level 2-1 
Piece 1 
A Prayer to Bastet 
 
From the paws 
To the claws 
For the jaws 
We honor You this night. 
 
From the paws 
To the claws 
For the jaws 
We seek Your thoughts and sight. 
 
From the paws 
To the claws 
For the jaws 
We bring You prey to bite. 

Level 2-2 
Piece 2 
So Above as Below (Mewgnificum in Ordine) 
 
True purity can only be obtained from walking the path of Bastet. Our Mother lays before us the 
mandates of the heavens, we must follow Her call or we will be as nothing. 



Level 2-3 
Piece 3 
The Old Ways 
 
Felines we once sacred in all eyes. Worshipped in the sun and worshipped under the moon. 
Felines were leaders of this world because only they could speak the tongue of Bastet. They 
were blessed by Her and the world was better for it.  

Level 2-4 
Piece 4 
A Blessing from Bastet 
 
May those who prowl, prowl without fear. 
May those who hunt, hunt with daring. 
May those who rule, rule with care. 
I bless you, my children 
I bless you with my wisdom, my sense, my power 
Take my gifts. Prowl. Hunt. Rule. 
 
 


